Help keep this Dog Park safe and social for people and pets by following these basic rules of etiquette:

**PETS MUST BE**
- Healthy
- Non-aggressive
- Not in heat
- Over 4 months old, currently vaccinated & wearing a collar with license, ID, and vaccine tags
- Constantly supervised and under voice control
- Limited to three per person
  (Reminder: 3 dogs = 3 leashes)

**LEASH YOUR DOG AS YOU ENTER AND EXIT, OR IF YOU SENSE ANY PROBLEMS.**

**REPORT ANY BITE, ATTACK, OR AGGRESSIVE DOG TO:**
- Aurora Animal Care at 303-326-8288
- After hours or Sundays, Aurora Police Dept. at 303-627-3100
- In an emergency call 911

- Food can make dogs overly protective or aggressive. Keep food out of the enclosure.
- Pick up after your pet! Pet waste spreads disease and ruins the view for everyone else.
- Children must be supervised by an adult.
- Pit bulls & other restricted breeds MUST remain on-leash inside the enclosure.
- Use this area at your/your dog’s own risk. Owners are responsible & liable for the actions of their dogs at all times.
- Open dawn to dusk.

**All other Parks & Open Space Rules & Regulations apply. Woof!**
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